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We introduce a theoretical framework that exploits the ever-
increasing genomic sequence information for protein structure pre-
diction. Structure-based models are modified to incorporate con-
straints by a large number of non-local contacts estimated from
direct coupling analysis (DCA) of co-evolving genomic sequences.
A simple hybrid method, called DCA-fold, integrating DCA contacts
with an accurate knowledge of local information (e.g., the local
secondary structure) is sufficient to fold proteins in the range of
1–3 Å resolution.

protein folding ∣ residue contact prediction ∣ contact map estimation ∣
residue-residue coevolution ∣ statistical potentials

Proteins are heteropolymers of amino acids that adopt specific
3D structures to perform designated biological tasks. Enor-

mous experimental efforts have been invested to determine a
large number of protein structures. Currently, computational
structure prediction methods are reasonably successful in de-
scribing interactions among residues close (local) in sequence.
Given the limited information for residues that are distant in se-
quence, success in large-scale structure prediction has depended
crucially on known structural motifs available in protein data-
bases. In cases where similarity to proteins of known structures
exists, methods like fold recognition and homology modeling
(1–3) have been shown as successful and effective, according to
the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Pre-
diction (4). Nevertheless, the accuracy of these methods is still in
many cases far from the resolution needed to explore protein
functions.

Here we introduce a new computational approach that exploits
information from the rapidly growing genomic sequences to
complement the currently limited structural databases. Over the
years, a variety of methods has been used to study co-evolution in
protein sequences and estimation of residue contacts with mixed
success (5–11). Recently, methods based on direct coupling ana-
lysis (DCA) (12) were shown to predict 50–300 non-local contacts
to 70–80% accuracy for a variety of protein domains (13). DCA is
based purely on protein sequence information. It uses covariance
in homologous protein sequences as an input and deduces a di-
rect interaction between residues (12). Those with strong direc-
tion interactions are shown to be related to structurally conserved
residue-residue contacts in the protein fold (12, 13). As the con-
tacts predicted by DCA recapitulate major features of the native
contact maps, we developed a simple hybrid method integrating
DCA contacts and detailed local information, to fold proteins of
up to about 200 amino acids to within 3 Å of the native structures.

Our methodology is guided by the energy landscape theory
(14), which asserts that in a minimally frustrated, funnel-like en-
ergy landscape, native contacts are on average favorable and
dominant over non-favorable, non-native ones. This drives pro-
teins smoothly toward their native states. Folding simulations,
using native contacts in structure-based models (SBM), have
been successfully applied to fold large and complex proteins,
based on the complete knowledge of the native structures (15).
Here, we generalize this methodology adopting attractive non-
local interactions only for DCA-predicted contacts. The incom-
plete and imperfect nature of contact information requires sub-
stantial modification of SBM, specifically, the use of statistical

potentials to describe the detailed forms of the non-local and
local residue-residue interactions (16–21). We term this metho-
dology DCA-fold.

Results and Discussion
A summary of the DCA-fold methodology is depicted in Fig. 1.
The list of DCA contacts is first generated by sequence analysis
(13) of multiple-sequence alignments of the homologous protein
family, which contains the protein sequence whose 3D structure
shall be predicted. To search for the native protein conformation,
we perform simulated annealing using a coarse-grained molecu-
lar dynamics model (22) with a single bead per residue, known as
the “Cα model.” Other than a harmonic interaction potential
along the bonds of the protein backbone, only two types of inter-
actions are allowed between two residues at sequence positions i
and j: (i) non-local contact interactions (sequence separation
jj − ij > 4), defined by DCA-predicted contacts and described
by a contact potential V contactðrijÞ which depends on the inter-re-
sidue distance rij; (ii) local interactions (jj − ij ≤ 4), approxi-
mated by a torsional potential V torðαi; τiÞ which depends on
the Cα dihedral angles (αi, τi) at each position i. In SBM where
the native distances and angles are used, V NAT

contactðrijÞ and
V NAT

tor ðαi; τiÞ are taken as Gaussian and harmonic functions, re-
spectively, centered about their native values (22). When native
information is not available, V contactðrijÞ is approximated by a sta-
tistical potential for each DCA pair, with its form depending on
the nature of the interacting residues ai and aj, the sequence dis-
tance along the chain jj − ij, and the ranking of the DCA contacts.
Similarly, a statistical potential is used to describe local interac-
tions (23)V torðαi; τiÞ. A detailed description of these potentials is
presented in Methods and the SI Appendix. Here, we report the
effects of these potentials on the accuracy of the predicted
structures.

The effectiveness of DCA-fold is evaluated on proteins with
the following characteristics: (i) enriched sequence availability
(i.e., >1;000 non-redundant homologous sequences) to ensure
the necessary statistics for DCA; (ii) known experimental struc-
tures, for performance evaluation and access to native structural
information; (iii) diversity in fold type (α, β, α/β) and size (52 to
187 residues); and (iv) diversity in domain families. A set of eight
proteins was used to develop the appropriate form of statistical
potentials, the set of parameters to model the inter-molecular in-
teractions, and the number of DCA-contacts to include. This gen-
eral model was then used to fold a set of 15 proteins (Table 1,
eight training plus seven test), using parameters obtained from
the training set. Fig. 2 and SI Appendix (SI Appendix, Fig. S1)
show the DCA-estimated contact maps used to drive DCA-fold
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calculations for each protein. The number of DCA contacts used
here is based on the optimal number of contacts used for proteins
of similar lengths in the training set (Table 1, second column),
although the results are insensitive to the choice in this vicinity
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2).

Our results are expressed in terms of the root-mean-square
deviation (Cα-RMSD) of the alignment of predicted positions of
Cα atoms with respect to the native ones. The key results, for 80%
of the top residues, are summarized in Fig. 3 (with all values
shown in Table 1) for various forms of local and non-local poten-
tials used (distinguished by the different symbols/colors). The
filled and open symbols refer to the two sets of proteins, training
and test set respectively, used in this work (SI Appendix,
Table S1). We see that while the RMSD generally increases

for the larger proteins, the performances obtained for the training
and test sets are similar for all cases examined. When the native
distances and angles are used (blue squares, with the blue line as a
guide), DCA contact maps are able to generate structures with
approximately 1 Å RMSDs even for the largest protein. Exemp-
lary structures, shown in Fig. 4, column 1, are indistinguishable
from the native ones (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). This set of predic-
tions serves to establish the limit of the foldability of the proteins
using DCA-generated contact maps. We also analyzed our pre-
dictions with the GDT_TS metric (24), which computes the aver-
age percentage of residue distances, from the predicted structure
with respect to the target structure under different thresholds.
Results using this metric are shown in SI Appendix, Table S2
and section 7.

With pairwise distances estimated by the statistical potential
V contactðrijÞ but still retaining the native local information mod-
eled by V NAT

tor ðαi; τiÞ (Fig. 3, red circles with the red line to guide
the eyes), we obtained RMSDs in the range of 0.7–2.6 Å. Fig. 4,
column 2, shows that all the native folds are faithfully captured
when compared with the native structures (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
These results indicate that DCA-fold is tolerant to approximate
distance potentials and suggest that DCA with good local infor-
mation is sufficient to derive structures to approximately 3 Å re-
solution, even for the largest protein. As mentioned, a variety of
computational methods currently exists to give faithful descrip-
tion of local information; for example, local template modeling
(25) and threading (26). Thus, we expect less than 3 Å resolution
structures to be achievable by integrating these local methods
with DCA-fold. To further evaluate the contribution of the
DCA contacts, we ran a series of control simulations using ran-
dom contact maps (SI Appendix, section 9). Each random map
has the same number of contacts as the DCA estimates and again
using the estimated non-local information V contactðrijÞ and the
native local information V NAT

tor ðαi; τiÞ. We observe that most of
the predicted structures using random maps had average RMSDs
(out of seven random map instances per protein) that are two to
three times larger than the ones achieved with the DCA map (SI
Appendix, Table S3). They are shown with the red × symbols in
Fig. 3, with the dashed red line as guide.

If accurate local information is not available, good structures
can still be obtained by DCA-fold using the statistical torsional

Fig. 1. The DCA-fold methodology: Domain family alignments are used as
input for direct coupling analysis (DCA), which generates a large number of
accurate contact predictions (13). The DCA contacts are used to drive folding
simulations, based on a modified structure-based model (SBM). The Hamilto-
nian of the SBM contains an interresidue contact potential for local and
non-local contacts. Local information is described by a torsional potential
together with the local secondary structure, which may be derived from a
variety of methods (SI Appendix and, for example, ref. 27).

Table 1. Performance of predicted protein structures with respect to experimental structures

Non-local information Native Estimated Native Native Estimated Estimated

Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated
Local information Native Native (native SS) (estimated SS) (native SS) (estimated SS)

PDB ID (fold) Length/no. DCA contacts RMSD in Å for 80% (100%) of residues

Training set 3nnr (α) 53/114 0.3 (0.4) 0.7 (0.9) 0.5 (1.0) 0.7 (1.2) 1.5 (2.1) 2.1 (2.9)
1or7 (α) 70/203 0.3 (0.4) 1.0 (1.3) 0.5 (1.0) 1.1 (2.3) 1.9 (2.4) 3.4 (4.4)
3df8 (α) 91/62 0.6 (0.8) 1.4 (1.8) 2.2 (3.0) 4.2 (5.3) 3.2 (4.2) 5.4 (6.8)
1oap (α/β) 98/253 0.2 (0.2) 1.0 (1.5) 1.3 (2.3) 1.8 (2.6) 2.5 (3.0) 4.0 (5.2)
3d7i (α) 98/76 0.9 (1.1) 2.0 (2.7) 1.6 (2.3) 2.6 (3.4) 3.9 (5.2) 4.4 (5.7)
2gj3 (α/β) 118/220 0.3 (0.4) 1.9 (2.7) 1.3 (2) 1.5 (2.8) 3.7 (4.5) 4.2 (5.5)
3ddv (β) 139/264 0.4 (0.5) 2.3 (3.0) 1.6 (2.3) 2.8 (4.1) 4.7 (6.1) 5.8 (7.2)
3nkh (α/β) 187/254 1.0 (1.2) 2.6 (3.3) 2.4 (3.9) 1.9 (4.0) 4.4 (6.2) 5.5 (7.2)

Test set 1jft (α) 54/114 0.3 (0.4) 1.2 (1.4) 1.0 (1.8) 1.3 (1.9) 2.3 (2.8) 3.0 (3.7)
3f52 (α) 56/11 0.3 (0.4) 1.2 (1.5) 0.7 (1) 0.9 (1.3) 2.6 (3.0) 2.8 (3.3)
1kgs (α/β) 112/219 0.3 (0.3) 1.8 (2.5) 0.6 (0.9) 1.4 (2.3) 2.0 (2.7) 4.5 (5.9)
3nyy (β) 112/237 0.4 (0.5) 2.5 (3.0) 1.6 (2.7) 2.2 (3.4) 4.5 (6.0) 5.3 (6.0)
3fwz (α/β) 116/271 0.3 (0.4) 1.7 (2.3) 0.8 (1.0) 1.6 (2.5) 3.8 (5.1) 4.4 (5.8)
3fms (α) 120/301 0.4 (0.5) 2.0 (2.6) 0.6 (0.8) 0.7 (1.0) 2.1 (2.9) 2.4 (3.3)
3bvp (α/β) 132/301 0.4 (0.5) 2.5 (3.6) 1.1 (1.6) 2.6 (3.5) 3.7 (5.0) 5.6 (7.7)

Each column corresponds to different degrees of estimated parameters in the model. The estimated parameters are contact maps based on DCA, the
residue pair distance potential (non-local information), and the torsional angle potential (local information). Torsional angle potential has two additional
forms: first, when knowledge of secondary structure (SS) is used to guide (αi , τi) estimation; and, second, when a secondary structure prediction tool is used
to guide (αi , τi) estimation. The first eight proteins shown in Table 1 were used to refine parameters in the prediction model. The RMSD values in
parentheses show the performance of the prediction for 100% of the residues in the predicted structure.
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potential V torðαi; τiÞ, together with local secondary structure
information. In this scheme, V torðαi; τiÞ is forced into one of the
two known forms, depending on whether the residue i is classified
as a part of an α-helix or β-strand (SI Appendix, section 4.3).
Using a simple secondary structure predictor, which we devel-
oped based solely on the incomplete DCA contact maps (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1), we obtained average RMSD of 4.2 Å in
the range of 2.1–5.8 Å for all proteins (Fig. 3, green upper trian-
gles and the green line). Given that secondary structure predic-
tion is a well-developed field (27), we also tested how much can
be gained from more accurate secondary structure predictions, by
assigning the secondary structure element each residue belongs to
based on the native structure (but, not using the native torsional
angles; SI Appendix, section 4.2). The results (Fig. 3, black lower
triangles) improved substantially, with individual proteins gaining
as many as 3 Å in RMSD compared to the green triangles. For
this case, the average RMSD is 3.1 Å (1.5–4.7 Å). Visual exam-
ination of the exemplary structures in Fig. 4 (compare columns 1
and 3 with native structures in SI Appendix, Fig. S3) confirms the
faithful reconstruction of all the major structure elements. Thus,
DCA-fold with approximate local information V torðαi; τiÞ and an
accurate secondary structure predictor can already provide useful
protein structure estimates.

All the results discussed so far are with the RMSD computed
for the top 80% of the residues. The same general trend is found
if we use 100% of the residues (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) with values
shown in the parenthesis of Table 1. The average increase of
approximately 40% in RMSD evidently arises from a small group
of 15–20% of residues. One possible explanation is the lack of
predicted contacts near the termini of some of the predicted
proteins. These effects are analyzed in more detail for two indi-
vidual proteins in SI Appendix (SI Appendix, Figs. S5 and S6 and
section 7.1.1).

All of the results are stable to atomic scale relaxation (SI
Appendix, section 6 and Table S4), which affected the RMSD up
to 1 Å. Thus, the predicted Cα structures are free of steric clashes,
another confirmation of the soundness of the predicted struc-
tures. Our results can be further improved by optimizing the para-
meters of the statistical potentials for individual proteins, leading
to as much as 50% gains over the resolutions reported in Table 1,
especially for the large proteins (SI Appendix, Tables S5 and S6).

Conclusion
The results obtained by DCA-fold demonstrate the power of in-
corporating genomic sequence information into current structure
prediction methods. If all local information on intermolecular
interaction is available, then DCA contacts driving simple Cα
models can generate structures in the range of 0.7–2.6 Å accuracy
(average of 1.7 Å) even for complex proteins. Approximate local
information derived from the local secondary structures can al-
ready infer structures to the range of 1.5–4.7 Å (average 3.1 Å)
for the same proteins. Thus, DCA-fold provides a powerful fra-
mework that can significantly enhance the performances of the
state-of-the-art structure prediction methods by providing con-
straints from a large number of reliable non-local contacts de-
rived from genomic sequences via DCA.

This finding is corroborated by an independent analysis (28),
published during the submission of this work. In ref. 28, the
authors first inferred a contact map using DCA and indepen-
dently made secondary structure predictions. Subsequently, they
predicted 3D protein structures by applying a distance minimiza-
tion algorithm to embed the DCA-predicted contact maps into
3D, aided by their predicted secondary structures, as well as other
heuristics. Marks et al. did not systematically investigate the re-
lative importance of the different kinds of information employed,
e.g., the long-range DCA-inferred contacts and the indepen-
dently inferred local secondary structures. Therefore, it is not
clear, based on ref. 28 alone, how much of the final resolution

Fig. 2. Comparison of estimated contact maps with native maps for four
exemplary proteins (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 for maps of all proteins studied).
Lower triangular maps, below diagonal, represent DCA contact maps and
upper triangular maps are native maps with cutoff value of 5 Å. The predic-
tion results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 1 used as input a set of contacts
estimated using DCA. DCA produces high-quality estimates of contact maps,
both in terms of true positive predictions but also in terms of the sparsity of
the predicted contacts. Other statistical methods, like mutual information,
produce a relatively good number of true positive contacts, but they tend
to cluster in specific regions that obscure the global structure of the native
contact map (13).
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Fig. 3. Predicted RMSDs for 15 proteins of different sizes. The symbols in-
dicate the nature of the information on local and non-local residue interac-
tions. The results shown here correspond to the RMSD for 80% of the
residues in the protein in order to avoid the effect of outliers (Table 1
and SI Appendix, section 7). Non-local interactions are derived from DCA con-
tacts or random maps (control predictions indicated by symbol ×). Local in-
formation is obtained from the native structure or is estimated based on the
local secondary structure (SS) classification. The SS classification (α helix or β
strand) is obtained via the native structure or is estimated from patterns of
the DCA contact map (SI Appendix, section 4.3). Open symbols refer to pro-
teins used to derive the statistical potentials, while filled symbols refer to pro-
teins that were used to test this model. The lines are guides to trends by
symbols of the same color.
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in the final structure obtained resulted from co-evolutionary
information. However, since the RMSD values Marks et al. ob-
tained for their sample proteins lie between those we find with
local information derived from estimated and native secondary
structures (Fig. 3, black and green symbols), we expect their re-
sults to be improved toward the solid red line by a more accurate
modeling of the local information. The current approach allows
such information to be added in a modular manner.

Currently, accurate DCA predictions require approximately
1,000 non-redundant homologous protein sequences (13). This
is becoming accessible for many bacterial proteins due to the
large number of sequenced bacterial genomes (29), but so far
only for few highly amplified eukaryotic proteins. With rapid ad-
vances in genomic sequencing capabilities, we however expect
DCA-fold may soon be applicable to a wide range of eukaryotic
proteins as well.

Methods
Structure-Based Model. We used a structure-based model (SBM) (30), where
each amino acid is represented by a single bead of unit mass placed at the

location of the Cα atom. The basic form of the potential is V ¼ VcontactðrijÞþ
V torðαi ; τiÞ. The contact potential is composed of three terms:

V contactðrijÞ ¼ ∑
DCA contacts
ði;j>iþ4Þ

εC

��
1þ

�
σC

rij

�
12
��

1− exp
�−ðrij − r estij Þ2

2ðσij
estÞ2

��

− 1

�
þ ∑

non contacts
ði; j>iþ4Þ

εR

�
σC

rij

�
12

þ ∑
bonds

ði;j¼iþ1Þ

kbðrij − rbijÞ2; [1]

where the first summation on the right-hand side describes the interaction
between non-bonded atoms pairs that are predicted to be in contact based
on DCA. The symbol r estij corresponds to the estimated distance between the
pair i, j and width σest

ij of the interacting potential (31). The second term is
independent of r estij and maintains the excluded volume of the polypeptide.
The parameter σC corresponds to the repulsive size of the beads, between all
non-local pairs. The last term represents harmonic interactions between
beads adjacent in the sequence, separated by estimated bond distance,
r bij . The potential V tor describes the local propensity of the chain by a tradi-
tional dihedral potential with Cα dihedral angles (αi , τi) at each position i:

Fig. 4. Protein structures predicted using DCA-fold (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1). Their predicted contact maps are shown in Fig. 2. Prediction accuracy
for complete proteins is measured in RMSD and by the Q metric (Qtotal), where the latter characterizes the difference between the predicted and target
structures independently of alignment (SI Appendix, section 7). These structures are predicted based on DCA contact maps. The results in column 1 were
obtained using native contact distances and local information. These structures are indistinguishable from the native ones (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). The results
in column 2 were obtained using a statistical contact potential and native local information. Columns 3 and 4 show predictions where the local information
used was also estimated, based on the type of secondary structure (SS) a residue belongs to. The native SS classification was used in column 3 and a simple SS
estimator based on DCA output was used in column 4.
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V torðαi; τiÞ ¼ ∑
angle

kaðτi − τesti Þ2 þ ∑
dihedral

kd
�
½1 − cosðαi − αi

estÞ�

þ 1

2
½1 − cosð3ðαi − αi

estÞÞ�
�
: [2]

where (αi , τi) were obtained based on ϕ and Ψ torsional angles defined for
N-Cα and C-Cα bonds (SI Appendix, section 4.1). Superscript est is used to refer
to a single estimated parameter as the reference state. The interaction
strengths are kb ¼ 2 × 104 ε∕nm2, ka ¼ 40 ε∕rad2, kd ¼ ε, εC ¼ 1ε, εR ¼ 1ε
with the reduced unit of energy εR ¼ kBT. This model has been characterized
in detail elsewhere (30).

Contact Map Based on DCA Predictions. The prediction of protein structures
(eight proteins from the training set and seven test proteins) was performed
based on DCA-contact maps and the energy function VðrijÞ, where all para-
meters (est) were obtained from statistical potentials. In order to decide the
number of DCA contacts to use as input to DCA-fold, we systematically tested
different numbers of DCA contacts for each of the training proteins until we
found the optimum prediction. For the testing proteins, we used similar num-
ber of DCA contacts as the proteins of similar length in the training set. In
general, we observe that the prediction results are robust to the specific num-
ber of DCA contacts selected (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).

Structure-Based Model Combined with Statistical Potentials. To construct
statistical potentials for each DCA pairs we developed a series of distance
potentials based on (32–34). The form of these potentials is characterized
by a minimum at the estimated pairwise distances based on training set
of 65 proteins (35), the frequency of occurrence of different type of interact-
ing residues ai , aj , the chemical properties of interacting the amino acids ai
and aj and their sequence separation jj − ij. We optimized the coefficients in
our potential in a way to obtain a minimally frustrated landscape based on
training set composed of eight proteins. Local interactions V torðαi ; τiÞwere as
well-described by statistical potentials. Dihedral angles were estimated based
on protein sequences with neighbor dependent probability distributions cal-
culated by Ting el al. (23). These pairwise Ramachandran distributions were
combined (23) to get estimates of ϕ and Ψ angles for the all-atom represen-
tation. The inferred angle values were in general biased toward alpha helix
prediction. This bias was corrected using either the native knowledge of the
secondary structure (SS) classification or with a SS prediction algorithm based
on DCA contact maps (SI Appendix, Algorithm S1). In order for our SS pre-
diction algorithm to determine if a given residue belongs to a secondary

structure classification (alpha helix, beta strand, or other), the algorithm
searches in the DCA contact map for features that could represent secondary
structure elements. If it is known a priori that a given sequence triplet be-
longs to a β-strand or α-helix, then we restrict the estimates to a preferred
quadrant of typical Ramachandran distributions for β-strands or α-helices.
This way, the maximization procedure in supplementary Eq. 6 would get
the angles with highest probability constrained to such predefined quad-
rants. For the case of the alpha helix, we constrain the estimates to a region
where ϕ < −60 and −90 < Ψ < −40. We defined the corresponding region for
beta strands as being ϕ < −100 and Ψ > 80. For the rest of possible config-
urations, like loops, turns, left-handed alpha helices, etc., we do not constrain
the estimation and use the plain formulation in (23).

Predicted values of ϕ and Ψ angles were converted to αi , τi which de-
scribed conformation of backbone in Cα model based on a relation devel-
oped by Levitt (36). Derivation of statistical potentials and a description of
the best parameters are presented in detail in SI Appendix.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Folding. Simulations were performed with
the GROMACS 4.0.5 software package (37). Reduced units were used for all
calculations with time steps of size 0.0005. We performed stochastic dynamics
with annealing protocol and the Nose-Hoover thermostat (38). The anneal-
ing protocol was specified as a single sequence of corresponding time steps
and reference temperatures. We used a high temperature which strongly
favored the unfolding condition and a few very low temperatures, which
strongly favored the folded configuration. For each protein, up to 300 an-
nealing runs were performed for each protein, and the best observed snap-
shot was chosen. As minimization is inherently statistical, this ensures
convergence on the resolution of protein structures.

All-Atom Reconstruction and Empirical All-Atom Force Field for Refinement. To
reconstruct all heavy atoms in predicted protein conformations, we used
PULCHRA software (39). After reconstruction, the predicted structures were
additionally relaxed with an empirical all-atom force field for refinement.We
used Amber99 (as a force field in GROMACS) with explicit Tip3p solvent and
counter ions (40). We used stochastic dynamics with a time step of 2 fs, and
Particle Mesh Ewald electrostatics (41).
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